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Classes [2029, 1082, 1910, 1717, 281, 1186, 326, 373]. Classical [1831, 1802, 886, 1182].
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[14, 15, 16]. Collapse [1724]. Collection
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[603, 1715, 1544]. Coloring [311]. Coloured
[1543, 1547]. Colouring [620]. Colourings
[1050]. Columnar [1265]. Combination
[563, 361]. Combined [1510, 2017]. Combining
[1605, 624, 310, 256, 239, 1624]. Communicating
[523, 1117, 129, 24, 1882]. Communication
[293, 1961]. Compactness [1745]. Comparability [382]. Comparative
[1301, 648, 1588, 42]. Comparing
[351, 1613, 1360, 793]. Comparison
[2022, 470, 467, 1492, 1626, 691, 909]. Comparisons [1607, 1007]. Compartmentation [1108]. Compartmental [1266, 1480]. Compass
[1233]. Compatibility [1602]. Compatible
[1044]. Competition [1301]. Compilation
[80, 72]. Compiler
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[206]. Compressing
[1716, 2023]. Compression
[827]. Computability [323]. Computation
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[1247]. Computations
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[1865, 1002, 1065]. Computer
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Correction [1757, 510]. Correctness
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[1495]. Cortex [1274]. Cortical
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Cost-Effectiveness [1496]. Costs [1729].
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[549]. CPWM [1368]. CRAFT [982].
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Cray
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Creation [168, 33]. creativity [412].
Criteria [9, 1985]. Criterion [1329]. Critic
[1521]. Critical [1675, 984]. Cross
[99, 1614, 973]. Crossing [400, 140].
Cruicate [505]. Cryptanalysis
crypto [1091]. crypto-accelerators [1091].
cryptographic [866, 1964, 845, 844].
Cryostat [1720, 1058, 862].
cryptosystems [1962, 1084]. CS
[990, 992, 926]. CS-2 [990, 992, 926].
CSCW [11, 700, 228, 1634, 239]. CSL [43].
CSP [1877, 1881]. CT [509, 467, 513].
Cubes [512]. cubic [1057]. Cues [825].
Current [707, 1366]. Curricula [182].
Curriculum [185, 183, 184, 198]. curve
[834]. Curved [492, 490]. Curves
[604, 322, 1916, 1057, 1064, 431].
Curvilinear [489]. Customising [692]. Cut
[1442, 1040, 1021]. Cuts [1055, 1022, 1731].
Cycles [410]. Cyclic [629].
D [500, 513, 495, 483, 482, 499, 491, 502, 472,
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1927, 2015, 484, 937, 461, 508]. D.S.A.
[1958]. D0P [101]. D2PC [107]. D3 [1495].
DAISY [37]. Damgaard [858]. Darboux
[1932]. Dark [1232]. DARPA [911].
Darwin [1639]. Data
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Data-Flow [79, 1575]. Data-Parallel
[67, 92, 72, 565, 919]. Data-Specifications
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461, 2002, 96, 121, 831, 921, 895].
Databases [658, 100, 1681, 114, 2005, 2006,
1504, 1507, 1775, 922]. Dataflow [566, 799].
Dataflow-Based [566]. Datalog
[123, 1166, 116, 125, 101, 120]. Datapath
[1655]. Dataspaces [829]. Datatypes
[806, 1885]. Dates [1044]. Davies [1998].
DBMS [2021]. Deadline [317]. Deaf
[1321]. dealer [154]. Debate [758].
Debugger [557]. Debugging [925, 790].
Decade [757]. Decentralised [704].
Decentralized [1238]. Decidability
[1436, 1568, 765]. Decidable [370, 628].
Deciding [723]. Decision [390, 1491, 1501,
663, 321, 665, 651, 652, 1776, 1771, 305, 7,
1495, 1496, 1482, 1515, 413, 435, 1526].
Decision-Making [390].
Decision-Support [1491, 1501, 1526].
decision-theoretic [413]. Decision-Tree
[665]. Declarations [1563, 788].
Declarative [383, 1599, 168]. Declustering
[2013]. Decomposable [397].
Decomposing [2059]. Decomposition [1045, 1842, 640]. decoupled [961].
Delta-Coverings [1038]. delta-Languages [104]. 
delta-Levelability [1740]. Demand [1937]. Demand-Based [1937]. demands [420, 905]. 
Demonstration [816, 155, 157]. Demonstration [816, 155, 157].
Digraph [1053, 1025]. Digraphs [1728].
information-theoretic [1061].
Informational [1788, 1790].
Infrastructure [15]. Inheritance
[1257, 111, 1683, 1183, 532, 873, 2030, 1411].
Inhomogeneities [510]. Initial
[1450, 1887]. initial-algebra [1887].
Initialization [1331]. Initiated [1115].
Initiative [179]. injection [1642]. Ink [163].
Input [1271, 1457, 1310, 402].
Input-Output [402]. Input/Output
[1457]. Inputs [1297, 1917, 1448]. insecure
[854]. Insensitive [77]. Insertions [1731].
Insights [1647]. Inspection [1230, 1550].
Inspiration [1263, 2039]. Instance [327].
Instantiated [1483]. Instantiation [1181].
Institution [806, 538]. Institutional [541].
Institutions [529, 536]. Instruction [347].
Insufficient [1522]. Integer
[1027, 1030, 1041, 335, 741]. Integrals
[1932]. Integrated
[196, 260, 28, 1422, 466, 901, 912].
Integrating [230, 700, 1102, 1422, 1544, 829].
Integration [707, 1502, 1423, 664, 184, 168, 1922, 673, 1654, 1504, 1520, 924, 693].
Integrity [1694, 121, 1636]. Intel [982, 907].
Intelligence [1511, 37]. Intelligent
[1347, 1943, 451, 30]. intense [938].
invasive [456]. Inversion [110]. Irregular
[494, 969]. irregularly [1077]. ISHs
[1282]. Isomerism [1897]. Isometry [1910].
Isomorphic [404, 1437]. Isomorphism
[411]. Isomorphisms [1569]. Issues
[818, 707, 223, 870, 1401, 224, 1933, 1396, 694, 241, 1630, 900]. Iterated
[283, 1224, 1961]. Iteration [93]. Iterative
[666, 967, 998]. ITU [1003]. ITU-Land
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Jargon [1474]. JASMINUM [231]. jet
[956]. JIGSAW [657]. Job
[1949, 1933, 1945, 1948]. Jobs
Joins [1689]. Juggling [1814]. Junction
[1772]. just [693]. just-in-time [693].
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1516, 1528, 1524, 2017, 1475, 205, 1869, 461,
1504, 1520, 653, 178, 1002, 849, 1088, 1091].
Knowledge-Based [1518, 1489, 1498, 1493,
1492, 1555, 1516, 1528, 1524, 1520].
Knowledge-Bases [1504]. Kohonen
[1393, 1375]. Kolmogorov
[419, 1002, 424, 102]. Kolmogorov-easy
[419]. Konrad [943].
Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum [943]. KP [1029].
KSE [1777]. KZ [2055]. KZ-Doctrine
[2055].

Lëk [1449]. Labelings [136]. Labelled
[404, 402, 875]. Laboratory [1493, 832].
Lamackian [1257]. Lambda
[1434, 361, 2059, 736, 1438, 1439, 351, 725,
lambda-calculi [372]. Lambda-calculus
[361, 725, 351, 1437, 366, 367, 376, 377, 378].
Lambek [886]. LAN [900]. Lancezos [1066].
Land [1003]. Landscape [1200].
Landscapes [1199]. Language
[1697, 517, 521, 608, 895, 2057, 2026, 257,
1119, 1506, 1683, 87, 826, 1175, 530, 551,
566, 36, 157, 84, 1687, 695, 804, 1122, 254,
547, 597, 2016, 829, 557, 38, 240, 601, 1456,
1761, 558, 681, 40, 1349, 775, 565, 894].
Language-Based [240]. Languages
[126, 785, 1098, 111, 302, 113, 1100, 696, 591,
2012, 625, 2059, 2037, 2038, 97, 1447, 1459,
1736, 694, 287, 795, 264, 314, 1551, 104, 774,
578, 394, 1684, 72, 102, 519, 429, 439, 593].
Large [1415, 1344, 1951, 2005, 533, 158,
1078, 829, 1147, 1362, 931, 936, 1007].
Largest [310]. Laser [454, 938]. LASSAP
[1007]. latency [906]. Lattice
[1039, 1385, 940, 1058]. Lattice-Based
[1385]. Lattices [1858, 677, 175]. Law
[1121, 1825]. Law-Governed [1121]. Laws
[1449]. Layered [32]. Layout
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Signatures
Significance [1310]. SIM [1347].
Similarities [338]. similarity [1601, 1844].
Similarity-Based [1844]. Simple
[1388, 1440, 1905, 1677, 796, 1282, 158, 737,
1269, 1734, 167, 364, 1884, 365, 429, 1091, 85].
Simplicity [280, 9]. Simplification
[494, 1259, 368]. Simplified [871].
Simplifying [663]. simply [378].
simply-typed [378]. Simpson [1784].
Simulate [616, 1227]. Simulated [512].
Simulating [546, 24, 938]. Simulation
[1479, 1257, 479, 61, 477, 397, 304, 1480, 1241,
1739, 1226, 1554, 948, 1350, 1349, 1018, 913].
Simulations
[1205, 298, 2048, 636, 940, 928, 915].
Simulator [1344, 454, 1345]. Simultaneous
[307, 1379]. Single
[201, 1979, 339, 1200, 962]. single-board
[962]. Single-Skilled [201]. Single-Term
[1979]. Singleton [1433]. Singly [1915].
Singly-Even [1915]. singular [1057].
Situated [1231, 39]. Situation [1176].
Situational [706]. Size
[1951, 1343, 278, 1666, 837]. Sized [1130].
Sizes [313, 297]. Skeptical [1179]. Skilled
[201]. Skills [209, 204, 640, 39].
Skills-Driven [209]. SL2 [859]. Slender
[314]. Slices [492]. Slicing [790]. Small
[279, 1728, 291, 158, 1724, 283, 1628].
Smaller [1607, 1625]. Smalltalk [2045].
Smalltalk-80 [2045]. Smart [536, 395].
SMoLCS [814]. Smooth [325]. Snakes
[453]. Social [760, 1223]. Societies [24].
Society [1243]. Soft [1301, 272]. Softpar
[1004]. Software
[1529, 185, 1816, 1146, 1815, 181, 222, 1148,
187, 1150, 1145, 685, 1139, 1134, 197, 204,
1138, 216, 1, 1348, 224, 699, 1144, 1137, 225,
206, 1585, 757, 177, 758, 210, 183, 760, 180,
710, 228, 184, 199, 193, 218, 238, 1657, 261,
1142, 190, 792, 1135, 1136, 1432, 1485, 215,
211, 192, 1817, 1431, 194, 1430, 202, 692, 239,
198, 714, 2043, 207, 1147, 689, 229, 691, 698,
240, 1560, 241, 178, 1874, 1069, 951, 1893].
Solids [512]. Solution [742, 1912, 1266, 792,
936, 634, 867, 996, 893, 994, 1000, 915, 998].
Solutions [1713, 1929]. Solvable [766].
Solve [670, 1015]. Solved [1911]. Solvers
[599, 968, 995]. Solving
[743, 65, 1759, 588, 249, 589, 593, 672].
Some [818, 580, 866, 874, 177, 621, 1279,
1370, 1693, 576, 716, 305, 1288, 744, 754,
1273, 1429, 691, 433, 122, 1780, 1962, 442].
SOPHOCLE [454]. Sort [532, 318].
Sorted [113, 1566, 532, 1582]. Sorting [319].
Sorts [113]. SOS [554]. Sound [1457, 1801].
Source [1376, 790]. Source-Level [790].
Sources [320]. Soviet [1993]. SP [1946].
SP1 [985]. SP1-2 [985]. SP2 [960]. Space
[126, 604, 1115, 1977, 1542, 1543, 5, 464, 291,
1607, 560, 1610, 1936, 2044, 326, 2060, 678,
450, 689, 434, 1467]. space-bounded [434].
Spaces [1758, 759, 1037, 656, 681].
Spanning [391, 618, 1051, 621]. Sparse
[993, 395, 88, 328, 490, 982]. Spatial
2002, 1689]. Spatiotemporal [481]. Special
[2037, 2038]. Specialist [253].
Specialization [645, 1223]. Specializer
[800]. Species [201]. Specific [2029, 1000].
Specification
[1537, 805, 800, 562, 21, 526, 529, 1171, 195,
712, 530, 1588, 533, 798, 256, 802, 2042, 534,
535, 1868, 392, 393, 519, 1880].
Specifications
[791, 1574, 525, 1566, 773, 792, 813, 1176,
882, 1569, 1461, 807, 1877, 1881].
Specificity [1848]. Specify [806].
Specifying [2012, 405]. SPECT [445].
Spectra [1445]. spectral [490]. SPECTRE
[657]. Spectrum [51, 850]. Speculative
[804]. Specware [1893]. Speech
[1820, 1385, 1321]. Speed
[1387, 1107, 1286, 340, 298].
Speed-independence [340]. Speeds [1044].
Testbed [25]. Testing
1784, 1148, 1150, 1149, 399, 160, 761, 1787, 1762, 161, 1925, 1099, 731, 912. Tests [505],
Text [1378, 1693, 827, 358]. Texts [1603],
Textual [825]. Texture [1383, 498, 1384].
Their [604, 396, 1100, 1605, 1777, 211, 882, 389, 415, 836, 281, 852, 1917, 439, 1785].
Theorem [516, 870, 1802, 1045, 1909, 343, 1652, 1857, 1859, 1860, 812, 892, 724, 2].
Theorem-Proving [1802]. Theorems [752, 433].
Theoretic [1151, 2057, 1670, 294, 1671, 1662, 1678, 1687, 1868, 538, 680, 1507, 1698, 1875, 957].
Theory-Based [538]. Therapy
1487, 1471, 1486, 1488, 1524]. There [1260, 31]. Thermodynamics [1252],
Three [269, 1301, 127, 1307, 282, 474, 492, 1618, 1360, 1269]. Three-Dimensional
[127, 492, 1618]. Three-Dimensions [474].
Thresholding [1262]. Thue [574, 575, 731].
Tiered [1691]. Tight [605, 664, 416].
Tightening [1029]. tightly [1646].
tightly-coupled [1646]. Tile [1204]. Time
1740, 1753, 808, 1095, 1383, 395, 1024, 1506, 1732, 615, 291, 1576, 1678, 404, 1674, 618,
1677, 1723, 1385, 1612, 193, 1936, 773, 1048, 1476, 97, 1579, 1721, 1215, 793, 1938, 544,
1865, 318, 2040, 1556, 394, 1664, 444, 1790, 637, 775, 682, 1002, 992, 951, 1005, 840, 693,
1506]. Time-Delay [1385]. TIME-NESSIS
[1506]. Time-Objects [1476].
Time-Optimal [395]. time-sharing [951]. time-varying [840]. Timed
1549, 295, 1558]. Times [1043, 936].
Timing [1590, 1679, 57]. Tissue [496, 927].
TKR [1530]. TKR-tool [1530]. TLT [48].
Today [13]. Together [657]. Tolerance
[152]. Tolerant [234]. Tomograms
[469, 461]. Tomography [1928]. Too
[197, 761]. Tool [1428, 66, 1423, 1491, 1501, 1653, 1559, 460, 813, 514, 891, 1516, 812,
147, 809, 150, 896, 899, 923, 981, 937, 1530].
toolbox [930]. Toolkit
[816, 1777, 972, 1636]. Tools
[223, 1149, 221, 237, 227, 708, 815, 1964, 897].
ToolSet [814]. Top [1420]. Topics [1839].
Topography [462]. Topological
[1039, 2001, 535, 538, 2019]. Topologically
[1611, 453]. Topology [1333, 1863, 2017].
Toroidal [130]. Torus [1048]. TOSCANa
[150]. Total [1530]. Totality [789]. Totally
[1722, 1634, 1632]. Toupie [1656, 597].
tour [656]. Tournaments [410]. Tournoux/
Schaltenbrand [473]. Towers [1923].
Toxicology [1490]. Trabecular [498].
Trace [580, 308, 1662, 1551, 776].
traceability [1069, 1967]. Traces
[1578, 309, 1709]. Track [483]. Tracking
[1205, 1822, 476]. trade [1585]. trade-offs
2035. Trained [1265]. Trainer [1521].
Training [209, 187, 210, 208, 213, 186, 1561, 205, 478, 213]. Trans [1188].
Trans-Epistemic [1188]. Transaction
[1638, 711, 1407, 106]. Transactions
[525, 1691, 637]. Transcendental [1754].
Transducers [766, 1625]. Transductions
[776]. transfer [935]. Transferring [205].
Transformation
[1816, 747, 1426, 1158, 1653, 1182, 718].
Transformations [89, 1116, 110, 1712, 527,
69, 68, 786, 1427, 801, 75]. Transformed
[1318]. Transformers [104, 10].
Transforming [877]. Transforms [1838].
Transient [1690, 1287]. Transients [713].
Transis [1635]. Transition
[1840, 1791, 786, 1894]. Transition-Based
workstations [940, 966]. World
[1173, 1292, 1239, 188, 944, 212, 641].
World-Wide [212]. Worlds [249]. worst
[416]. worst-case [416]. WPVM [976].

Writer [89].

X [499, 1406, 567, 490]. X-Ray [499, 490].
XHIVE [929]. XSim [1345]. Xt [311].
Xt-Coloring [311].

Year [187]. Yekutieli [634]. Yprel [1304].
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